I. INTRODUCTION
Direct-Sequence CDMA is a very strong candidate for the technique for the future 3'd-generation or Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS). Development of dedicated adaptive algorithms that provide good and reliable performance in the harsh radio channel environment is thus of increasing importance.
In CDMA reception at the mobile end there are several special requirements. The resources for processing are severely constrained by the physical size of the receiver and the strict limitations for power consumption. Furthermore, the other users' codes are not necessarily known at the mobile receiver and the estimation of other users' channel parameters may especially involve too complex processing for the mobile resources. This implies that detection algorithms based on simultaneous optimal detection of multiple users [I] or its suboptimal approximations [2], [3] may have to be abandoned. Hence, the multiple-access interference (MAT) has to be suppressed by other techniques. A class of algorithms suitable for mobile reception are blind interference cancellers which do not assume knowledge of other users' codes or their channel parameters. This kind of algorithms have been applied to CDMA reception in [4]-[SI. In [4] a blind LMS-type of algorithm was developed for interference suppression in a CDMA system. The algorithm which is similar to the gradient projection algorithm [9] suffers from the same problems as the conventional LMS algorithm, i.e., slow convergence. Furthermore there is no inherent mechanism preventing accumulation of roundoff errors resulting in that the receiver drifts away from the constraint hyper-plane. The problem with error accumulation can be taken care of by using the Frost algorithm [9] which is a simple LMS-type of algorithm ensuring the constraints in every iteration. This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 briefly describes the signal model. The multiple-antenna receiver is derived in Section 111. In Section IV, the adaptive algorithms used are considered. The performance of the receiver and its adaptive implementations is demonstrated with a simplified example in Section V, followed by conclusions.
IL SIGNAL MODEL
In downlink transmission (base station to mobile), signals associated with a number of simultaneously active users are transmitted over the same mobile channel. A mobile receiver, equipped with N antennas, will receive the transmitted signal over N different chaMe1s. The system under consideration consists of K users transmitting information with binary antipodal signals with bit duration Tb. We assume an AWGN channel but an extension to more realistic fading multipath channels is straightforward. The continuous transmitted signal is formed by:
where for the user, bdm)E { -l,l} is the mth bit, Ak is the relative amplitude due to power control, s&) is signature sequence (code) with G=TdT, number of chips per bit, w, is the camer frequency and 4 is the carrier phase. In front of every antenna is down-converter followed by a chip-matched filter (integrate and dump filter with integration time Tc) as can be seen in Fig. 1 .
If the samples from the received sequence during the m* bit interval are collected in the vectors we can write the received discrete-time signal as: .
where S, is the GxK spreading matrix containing the spreading sequences for the dBerent users:
where sk,, is the discrete-time delayed version of the k* user's sampled code sequence at antenna i, A, is a diagonal amplitude matrix of the form:
where ui=dca-"r) is the complex phase factor at the I * antenna. b(m) is a vector containing the transmitted bits of the users:
Finally, ni(m) is a vector of the noise components of the antenna elements. These noise components are assumed to be independent, i.e.,
( 6 )
If the antennas are spaced close together, the sampled code sequences will be practically the same in all antennas. In the case of an N-element linear array, the phase factor is simply given by
where A is the element spacing, 2, is the wavelength of the carrier and 8 is the direction of the incoming signal with respect to the array normal.
III. MULTIPLE-ANTENNA RECEIVER
In this section, a linear single-user multi-antenna (LSUMA) detector is derived. The detector has N antennas and assumes knowledge of the phase factors in every antenna. The structure of the receiver is shown in Fig. 1 . Each of the N antenna branches contains a linear filter whose coefficients are to be optimized. The filtered signals from each antenna are then added together to form a decision variable. In Fig. 1 , ri denotes the received signal after chipmatched filtering at antenna I, hi contains the complex filter coefficients for the I~ antenna, and z is the decision variable formed by adding the filtered outputs from each antenna. Using the above 'notation, the output from the receiver can be written as
( 1 1) The variance of the output, i.e., the output power, is
where R is the correlation matrix.
The filter coefficients h are found by minimizing the output variance of (1 1) under the constraints that the desired user's code sequence in every antenna can pass with unity response. To get a compact form we introduce the GNxN matrix C and the Nxl vector U as
The minimization problem can now be formulated as subject to: CHh = U The solution to this problem is found by the method of Lagrange multipliers
The minimum output variance is obtained by substituting (15) into (1 1):
The closed-form solution is not suitable for practical implementation, as we need to estimate the correlation matrix and perform a matrix inversion. In the next section we consider adaptive implementations of the detector.
IV. ADAPTrVE ALGORITHMS
In this section, we study three adaptive implementations of Eq. (15) . The algorithms are: the Frost algorithm, and the constrained versions of the NLMS and the BNDR-LMS algorithms [6] . The Frost algorithm is simply the constrained version of the conventional LMS algorithm. The BNDR-LMS update performs normalization onto two orthogonal directions obtained from consecutive data pairs within each iteration as compared to the NLMS which only does it for one direction. All the algorithms make use of a projection matrix P = I -C(CHC)-'CH and a fixed vector f = C(CHC)' 'U. The projection matrix P removes all components perpendicular to the plane CHh = 0 and the vector f moves the solution back onto the constraint plane CHh = U. For detailed derivations of the algorithms The Frost algorithm is given by see [61,[91. h
Notice that the expression inside the brackets of Eq. (17) is the unconstrained LMS algorithm (reference signal set to zero).
The constrained NLMS is given by +f
The expression inside the brackets is similar to the unconstrained NLMS algorithm apart from the introduction of the projection matrix in the denominator of the second term. However, by using the property of F P = P we can introduce the rotated vector r' = Pr and the expression inside the brackets in Eq. (18) Also here the expression inside the brackets of Eq.
( 1 9) is the unconstrained BNDR-LMS update for the rotated vector r'. All the algorithms are initialized with h(0) = f. It is easy to check that the initial value satisfies the constraints in Eq. (14). Fig. 2 depicts the coefficient vector update of the constrained NLMS algorithm. Note that CHh = U is the constraint plane and that the unconstrained NLMS algorithm takes a normalized step towards the plane ?(m)h=O since the reference signal in this case is zero. 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the receiver algorithms are simulated and their performance is compared. The antennas are structured as a uniform linear array (ULA) with spacing of half the wavelength and the direction of arrival is set to 15'. The system used in the example consists of 5 users with spreading sequences taken as Gold codes of length 7. The signal-to-noise ratio for the desired user was set to 8 dB (in the absence of MAI). The simulation is carried out for one and two antennas.
In order to achieve fast convergence and small misadjustment we use time-varying step-size. The step-sizes correspond to the optimal sequences presented in [ 131.
As the performance measure we use the signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) at the output of the receiver which are presented in Figs. 3-4 for the Frost, NLMS, and BNDR-LMS as a function of the number of iterations, All the results are averaged over 500 runs. In order to be able to compare the algorithms, the Frost algorithm is plotted for two different stepsizes, one that results in a steady-state value comparable to the normalized algorithms and another that gives faster convergence.
In the plots the horizontal dashed line shows the optimum SIR value and the solid line corresponds to the conventional matched filter solution. Fig. 3 show the results for one antenna. The stepsizes used in the Frost algorithm are: p==2.lO" and From Fig. 3 we can see that the performance of the NLMS and the BNDR-LMS algorithms is about the same but has considerable faster convergence than that of the Frost algorithm. It is of course possible to speed up the Frost algorithm even more by choosing a larger step-size. However, in order to have a convergence speed close to the normalized algorithms will result in a very large misadjustment. In Fig. 4 , the results for two antennas are plotted.
The step-sizes used in the Frost algorithm are:
,~= l . l O -~ and p5.10". As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the normalized algorithms can still provide a convergence speed superior to that of the Frost algorithm. We can also see here that the misadjustment becomes higher as the step-size in the Frost algorithm increases. In fact, the misadjustment is so high when using ,~==5.10-~ that the resulting steady-state is slightly lower than for the NLMS and BNDR-LMS using only one antenna. Furthermore, the convergence speed is about the same. As a consequence, the same performance in terms of convergence speed and steady-state value is achieved by only using one antenna and the normalized algorithms instead of using two antennas and the Frost algorithm. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented and compared three adaptive algorithms suitable for a DS-CDMA multiantenna receiver. The results showed that constrained versions of the normalized algorithms outperforms the conventional Frost algorithm in terms of both convergence speed and misadjustment.
